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The solo show A Voyage To Cythera by artist Aya Ben 
Ron (*1967 in Haifa, Israel), is a radical intervention 
in the collection of the Berlin Medical Historical 
Museum: framed by a sound installation and followed 
with texts and poems, several large-sized sculptures 
and video installations are temporarily integrated into 
the permanent collection of the museum. With this 
intervention the artist questions the experiences of 
hospital patients and, more specifically, grapples with 
the status and dignity of the specimens exhibited at the 
museum.

The main theme of Ben Ron’s project, which is named after 
Baudelaire’s poem, is the perception and representation 
of the body in art and medicine. Ben Ron transgresses 
the categorical boundaries of both disciplines. However, 
there is no pathological aestheticism or, despite an 
omnipresence of death and pain, no sentimental 
interpretation of the artist’s graphically reduced work. 
With emotional distance and a grim sense of humor, Aya 
Ben Ron explores medical routine to its greatest socio-
historical extent. 

Much like Baudelaire’s journey, Aya Ben Ron’s work takes 
viewers on a voyage that focuses on representations 
of the body in Western culture, and more specifically 
the representation of the internal organs. Ben Ron ties 
artistic representations of the body to its perception in 
modern Western medicine. The medical approach views 
and researches the body as a biological machine, with the 
brain as its operating system and the heart its processor. 
Likewise, the gallows (as in Baudelaire’s poem) severs 

the body from the brain, thus freeing the spirit from the 
body. While Baudelaire set forth seeking the path to 
beauty and subsequently saw his death, Ben Ron takes 
us on the reverse route. She starts by selecting several 
objects – body parts that are actually a series of test 
cases, enclosed in museum exhibit casings. These are 
testaments to subjects who lost one or more organs, 
being presented to the public for viewing in jars of 
formaldehyde or preserved using other methods.       

Ben Ron then creates a viewing trail between the 
museum exhibits, a path guided by her own image 
wearing a nurse’s uniform. This winding passage was 
shaped with great care, using rhymes to tell the history 
of those exhibits Ben Ron chooses to linger on, the body 
parts neatly arranged in jars, boxes or frames along 
shelves, thus returning the memories lost when those 
organs were separated from their bodies and placed in 
the museum.

Aya Ben Ron has a multidisciplinary practice ranging 
from sculpture, video, drawing, photography, storytelling 
and site-specific installation, with which she intensively 
explores modern medicine and its impact on society and 
individuals.

First Aid Station at AANDO FINE ART
In the context of A Voyage To Cythera at the Berlin Medical 
Historical Museum - First Aid Station provides insight 
into the project’s background and features Aya Ben Ron’s 
newest work series. Video installations and coloured 
prints will be shown next to a series of metal sculptures, 
conceived from the artist book First Aid. 



Press conference
April 26, 2012, 10.30 am

Opening reception and presentation of the 
monography Hanging published by Hatje Cantz | 
Berlin Medical Historical Museum
April 28 2012, 7-9 pm

A Voyage To Cythera
April 29 - September 09, 2012
Berlin Medical Historical Museum
Charitéplatz 1, 10117 Berlin
www.bmm-charite.de | bmm@charite.de
Tue-Sun 10 am - 5 pm | Wed+Sat 10 am - 7 pm

Opening reception | AANDO FINE ART
April 27, 2012, 7-9 pm

First Aid Station
April 28 - June 29, 2012
AANDO FINE ART
Tucholskystraße 35, 10117 Berlin
www.aandofineart.com | info@aandofineart.com
Tue-Sat 12 - 6 pm

For more information please contact:
AANDO FINE ART | info@aandofineart.com
The Berlin Medical Historical Museum |bmm@charite.de

Download press images at: avoyagetocythera.com

Accompanying Program | April-September 2012

Friday, June 1, 2012, 3-6 pm 
Workshop Ethics & Aesthetics 
In collaboration with The Berlin Academy of Sciences

Saturday, June 2, 2012, 5 pm
Artist talk during the Science Night 2012 
with Aya Ben Ron and Galit Eilat

Wednesday, September 5, 2012, 5 pm
Artist talk with Aya Ben Ron

All events will take place at the Berlin Medical Historical 
Museum. All events will be in English. In case of 
questions related to the program, please contact 
Dr. Christina Thesing | ct@schir.net

Events are organised by 

schir initiates and realizes projects between creative 

communities from Germany and Israel. Bringing together 

artists, exhibition institutions and other partners, schir 

provides spaces for exchange and networking. www.schir.net

avoyagetocythera.com
https://www.facebook.com/AVoyageToCythera
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A Voyage To Cythera (2012) - Video Still
HD video with animation | Duration: 2.40 min



Hanging (2001-2012)
Print on PVC | 900 x 1050 cm

Death Poem (2012) - Video Still
HD video with animation | Duration: 7.40 min

The Cord (2012) - Video Still
HD video with animation | Duration: 6.45 min

Anatomy Class 1 (2011)
Mild steel, rust | 280 x 322 x 0.4 cm

Rescue (2012)
HD video | Duration: 2.30 min

Guernica, 2012
Mild steel, rust | 209 x 427 cm


